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Abstract. The growing need of accessing more and more information
draws attentions to huge amount of data hidden behind web forms de-
fined as deep web. To make this data accessible, harvesters have a crucial
role. Targeting different domains and websites enhances the need to have
a general-purpose harvester which can be applied to different settings
and situations. To develop such a harvester, a number of issues should
be considered. Among these issues, business domain features, targeted
websites' features, and the harvesting goals are the most influential ones.
To consider all these elements in one big picture, a new concept, called
harvestability factor (HF), is introduced in this paper. The HF is defined
as an attribute of a website (HFW) or a harvester (HFH) representing the
extent to which the website can be harvested or the harvester can har-
vest. The comprising elements of these factors are different websites' (for
HFW) or harvesters' (for HFH) features. These features are presented in
this paper by gathering a number of them from literature and introducing
new ones through the authors' experiments. In addition to enabling web-
sites' or harvesters' designers of evaluating where they products stand
from the harvesting perspective, the HF can act as a framework for
designing general purpose deep web harvesters. This framework allows
filling in the gap in designing general purpose harvesters by focusing on
detailed features of deep websites which have effects on harvesting pro-
cesses. The represented features in this paper provide a thorough list of
requirements for designing deep web harvesters which is not done to best
of our knowledge in literature in this extent. To validate the effectiveness
of HF in practice, it is shown how the HFs' elements can be applied in
categorizing deep websites and how this is useful in designing a harvester.
To run the experiments, the developed harvester by the authors, is also
discussed in this paper.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, in an information-thirsty environment, the deep web concept receives
lots of attention. The content hidden behind web forms which is invisible or hid-
den to general search engines like Google or Yahoo is defined as deep web [16,24]
( also known as hidden or invisible web [14]). The growing understanding of deep
web and its potential enabling power have created a high demand from different
businesses to get their hands on this huge source of valuable data. Whether the
goal of a deep web access approach is indexing more representative content of
a website (this approach is referred as Surfacing approach or crawl-and-index
technique [33]) or extracting the whole content in deep websites, harvesters have
a crucial role. Covering different domains, websites, and features enhances the
need to have a general-purpose harvester which can be applied to different set-
tings and situations. To develop such a harvester, a number of issues should
be considered. Among these issues, business domain, targeted websites, and the
harvesting goals are the most influential ones. Different business domains and
goals could pose diverse characteristics on deep web access approaches. In some
domains, a few number of big databases are the main sources of data and in
others, data is scattered through a large number of websites. Facing a large
number of websites makes it more desirable to have an approach with no need of
extra configuration effort or at least with minimal configuration effort for each
website. The goal of the harvesting task is also important [24]. In measuring the
harvesting task performance, if the goal is to extract all the information in a
website and the harvester downloads the data partially, the harvesting task is
not considered successful. However, this might be a success story if the goal is
just to obtain a representative set of data [24]. In addition to the domain and
harvesting goal, features of deep websites could have great impacts on design
and implementation of a deep web access approach. Different website features,
from graphical interface to back-end designing and developing techniques, could
play an important role. If a website is written in Flash [11], it is designed as an
Applet, or it is a simple HTML page, it makes a big difference on the design
of an access approach. The indexing policies, security issues, programming lan-
guages, dynamic or static nature of the pages, and a longer list of elements could
affect the design of a harvester. Without a well-defined list of elements affecting
harvesting tasks, especially the features of deep websites, having a general deep
web access approach seems far from reach.
Harvestability Factor Definition To formalize all these mentioned important
issues in accessing deep web data, a new factor is introduced in this paper as
Harvestability Factor (HF). Although in a harvesting process, the roles of both
harvester and website are intertwined, separate definitions are required by web-
site and harvester designers for better understanding of harvesting processes.
Hence, the HF is defined as an attribute of a website or a harvester representing
the extent to which the website can be harvested (HFW) or the harvester can
harvest (HFH).
As it is shown in Formula 1.1, the HF of a harvester is defined by applying
a function f on features of a given harvester and the goal of harvesting task.
Each one of these harvester features represents the capability of the harvester in
satisfying the corresponding challenges created by websites' features discussed
in Section 3. All the harvester features have assigned weights represented by
w. These weights define the importance of the related harvester feature. This
importance is defined by the presence of the challenge this harvesting feature
deals with in the website or its frequency in a set of websites and the level of
its impact on harvesting process. In this formula, general requirements which
a harvester should meet are also included. These requirements are discussed in
Section 4.
HFH(Harvester,Goal) = f(w1.harvesterfeature1...wN .harvesterfeatureN ,
harvestinggoal, harvestergeneralfeatures) (1.1)
Focusing on the role of websites in harvesting process, in Formula 1.2, the
HFW is defined for a website by considering its features discussed in Section 3
and the given goal for the harvesting task. Each one of website features is as-
signed with a weight represented by k in this formula. This weight represents
the capability of a specific harvester or harvesters in general in satisfying the
challenge created by this feature in harvesting task. This satisfaction is judged
by the quality and amount of data harvested by harvester. Thinking about har-
vesting huge websites (like Google) supports the idea of having the website's size
as another website feature in this formula. The size of a website poses different
challenges on the harvester.
HFW (website,Goal) = f(k1.websitefeature1...kN .websitefeatureN ,
harvestinggoal, websitesize) (1.2)
Assigning values to the weights and features mentioned in these two for-
mulas is beyond the scope of this paper and considered as a feature work. In
this paper, it is tried to cover all aspects of the introduced HF elements; busi-
ness domain, harvesting goal, harvester features and websites features to give a
thorough guideline for designing general-purpose harvesters. Having considered
current developments for deep web access approaches, all website features which
have effect on harvestability of websites are studied. Without knowing about all
the differences among websites and without studying their effects on the perfor-
mances of harvesters, reaching a general-purpose and scalable harvester seems
like a blind attempt. Having all these features in one big picture is vital for
designing a general purpose harvester. As a reference business domain for test
purposes, we focus on domain of job vacancies. In this domain, the focus is on a
large number of small vacancy sites rather than a few large websites.
Contributions As one of the main contributions of this paper, a new concept,
called Harvestability Factor (HF) is introduced. Through this concept, we at-
tempt to put all the important elements in harvesting deep websites in one big
picture. In addition to enabling websites' or harvesters' designers of evaluat-
ing where they products stand in harvesting point of view, the HF defines a
framework for designing general deep web harvesters. In this framework, all the
influential features from different aspects in designing a deep web harvester are
covered. Some of these factors are mentioned in literature and the others are
discovered through the experiments by the authors. In literature, for designing
harvesters, different approaches are introduced focusing on improving the gen-
eral requirements of harvesters like performance, scalability and etc. We believe
there is a gap in designing general deep web harvesters which roots from ignor-
ing the features of deep websites. Without filling this gap, meeting the general
requirements seems far from reach. Therefore, in this paper, having studied the
current harvesters, we focus on the detailed features of deep websites which we
find important in the design of harvesters. Based on these features, different
categories are introduced which could be applied in addressing the capabilities
of harvesters.
Sections In Section 2, different categories of developed harvesters in literature
are mentioned to give an overview of current approaches applied by harvesters.
Section 3 introduces the categories of deep websites based on the HF elements.
In this section, all the detailed features of deep websites which have an effect
on harvesting process are introduced and deep websites are categorized based
on them. In Section 4, all the requirements for designing a general purpose deep
web harvester from general requirements to detailed ones are discussed. Having
mentioned all the necessary requirements, in Section 5, as a sample of such a
general deep web harvester, the designed harvester by the authors of this paper
is introduced. Finally, in Section 6, the conclusions drawn from this work are
discussed and future work is suggested.
2 Categories of Harvesters
To access data behind web forms, a wide range of harvesters are suggested in lit-
erature [[35,39,36,31,30,41,42,27,23,10,25,13,19,14,24,33]]. The differences among
these harvesters root from different sources; from applied techniques in each step
of harvesting process to the main goal behind the harvester design. In this pa-
per, the focus in categorizing harvesters is on the techniques and tools applied
by harvesters to identify the data of interest. In the following, this classification
is represented [30] 1.
1. HTML-based harvesters
In HTML-based harvesters, the harvester relies on a set of different features
of document HTML code [18,1,38]. To analyze the HTML structure of the
pages, the document is translated into a parsing tree. This could be done by
using browser controls like Internet Explorer to parse webpages into Data
Object Model (DOM) trees. Then, by running a number of pre-defined ex-
traction rules on the tree, the data is extracted.
1 This categorization is introduced in [30] except number 6 and 7 which are added
by authors of this paper. The category harvesters based on wrapper development
languages [12,17,22] is also removed from this categorization. These harvesters are
based on the other introduced categories. In such harvesters, new languages are
introduced based on existing declarative languages to assist users in constructing
wrappers in harvesters.
2. Harvesters based on Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
In these harvesters [21,34,40], NLP techniques such as filtering, part-of-
speech tagging, and lexical semantic tagging are applied to build relation-
ships between phrases and sentences. From these extracted relationships, a
number of extraction rules can be derived. These rules are based on syntac-
tic and semantic constraints and help to identify the relevant information
within a document.
3. Machine learning based harvesters
These harvesters [26,29,15] rely on a given set of training examples to derive
a number of extraction rules. In these techniques, rather than relying on
linguistic constraints found in the page, rules are based on features of the
structure of the pieces of data found.
4. Modeling-based harvesters
In modeling-based harvesters [9,37], a data model is defined. In this data
model, a number of objects, their properties and relationships are defined.
Based on this data model and its modeling primitives, points of interest are
located in Web pages.
5. Ontology-based harvesters
In these harvesters [20], the extraction process is based on the data and not
the presentation structure. These harvesters need a specific domain ontol-
ogy. Through domain ontologies, concepts relevant to a particular topic or
area of interest are defined and available for harvesters. The ontology-based
harvesters use these ontologies to locate ontology's constants present in the
page and to construct objects associated with them.
6. Computer vision based harvester
These harvesters use computer vision techniques in addition to techniques
from machine learning to analyze webpages. In these harvesters, the main
goal is to identify and extract information from web pages by interpreting
them visually as a human being does [2]. Some of these approaches use also
the visual features on the deep Web pages [32].
7. Harvesters based on a combination of different tools introduced in previous
categories. For example, in a harvester based on HTML structure, applying
machine learning techniques could help in having more precise extraction
results.
3 Deep Websites Categories
In this section, different features of deep websites which could be related to
harvesting processes are studied. The roles of each one of these features as defin-
ing elements of website HF are also mentioned. Each of these features could be
applied for categorizing deep websites.
3.1 Web Development Techniques
A number of techniques applied in developing and designing web sites and web
pages create challenges for harvesters. These techniques are usually applied to
add interactivity to web pages as well as for improving site navigation. Also,
some of the tools used for visually building web sites, generate pages which have
scripting code. In following, there is a list of such techniques.
Embedded scripting languages in HTML pages This can be troublesome
in client-side page content generation. Based on a user action, or change in a
state, the content in layers are either shown or hidden. This could also be used
for dynamically building HTTP requests for filling out a form and its submission.
Managing HTML layers, performing redirections, dynamically generating navi-
gations like pop-up menus and creating hidden anchors are some of the issues
which could be handled by client-side scripts [11,3].
This technique actually prevents harvester to have the page as it is repre-
sented to user. Harvesters need to run the simulators or execution environments
for the scripts embedded in these pages to become capable of having the same
result as a user has. However, this is not the only problem. The content of the
page could change based on users actions. Therefore, harvesters need to prepare
for such situations too.
Session management mechanisms In session management mechanism [5],
server keeps track of transactions made with a client. Based on this history and
information on client resources, server could provide different services to the
client.
Session management mechanism creates problems for current harvesters.
Each session might include information about the user, its browser or other
user-specific information [11]. In later access to documents and also distributed
crawling, this will create problems for harvesters. Harvester needs to access all
the session information it needs (such as cookies or the context for executing the
scripting code). Also, in later access, the session can expire.
Complex URL Redirections For a list of very different purposes, from
resolving similar or moved domains to manipulating search engines or visitors or
even URL shortening, URLs are redirected. This means different responses are
given to the browser request which results in browser showing a different page.
These redirections could happen automatically or manually. Users could be asked
to follow a link shown on the page or redirections could be done automatically
by server scripts or scripts embedded in content of the pages [11].
It seems much easier for harvesters to deal with redirections handled on server
side unless it is a redirection loop which does not load any page at the end or it
is a redirect chain which might take longer time to have the final page returned.
Handling the redirections initiated by scripts embedded in page content is a
completely different story for harvesters. Refresh meta tag in HTML, JavaScript
redirections, and Frame redirections are examples of performing redirections by
scripts in pages. In Frame redirections, the browser displays the URL of the frame
document and not the URL of the target page in the URL bar. A JavaScript
redirection script could change the content of the page based on a user action
or after a predefined time. These issues could result in different pages shown to
users.
Applets or Flash code There are three different situations created by ap-
plying Flash or Applet in developing pages for harvesters. In the first situation,
Flash or Applet is used for designing whole website. This makes it almost im-
possible for harvesters to access content without running expensive analysis over
each item. In second situation, these technologies are used as the welcoming page.
This could be easier for harvesters to deal with if this is recognized by them. The
third situation is applying these techniques for parts of web pages which are not
of great interest for users like advertisements. This parts could be removed and
ignored. It is important to mention that websites designers avoid those practices
in order to make sure their sites are on good terms with the crawler.
Frames There are also some issues such as frames which can create difficul-
ties for harvesting processes. Detecting the right frame which contains the page
content in a multi-frame page is one of the problems created by such issues.
HTML Coding Practices As mentioned before, HTML code of a page be-
comes highly important for harvesters which rely on data items tags, their at-
tributes, and also presentation features like the size and place of the items.
Therefore, knowing about the practices followed in writing these codes could be
of great help for harvesters. There are a number of problems which might be
faced by harvesters due to different HTML practices followed by a website. In
following, a list of some of these problems is represented:
1. Having bad-written HTML code (like not closed tags) might cause prob-
lems in analyzing page HTML tree and therefore incapability of harvester
to extract data.
2. As another coding practice, having ID, class, and other explanatory at-
tributes for each item in page could be greatly helpful for harvesters. The
lack of this data could also make it really hard for harvesters and make them
prone to mistakes.
3. Having one HTML coding practice for all pages and data items. A simple
logic behind these practices could also help. For example, if there is IDs for
items, it should be the case for all of them or at least a well-defined set of
the items (for different categories of data).
4. In some cases, data from the same category, even with the same presentation
template have small differences in the HTML code behind them. This might
mislead harvesters. For example, title of an item in most of the cases has
hyper-link. However, in some cases it might be without any links. If harvester
query does not include these small changes, it returns empty-handed as there
is no <a> tag.
3.2 Website Policies
Search Policies
Forms - Query Interfaces To access data in a deep website, the first step is
to know about the entrance point. There are a number of different web inter-
faces used currently in web sites. These interfaces could be classified in following
categories:
 keyword-based search interfaces,
 form-like search,
 browsing search interface, and
 a combination of these interfaces [42].
Each one of these interfaces creates a different set of requirements for harvester.
For example, in a form-like search interface, information on attribute-value bind-
ings or accessing predefined lists of values for attributes could be of great help
for harvesters to decide on which queries to send to the search engine. Har-
vesters should be able to find these interfaces on the websites. They should also
be capable of distinguishing HTML forms for login, subscription, registration,
polling, and message posting from query interfaces. Also, they should exclude
site search which many web sites now provide. Recognizing other features of
web forms could be also helpful. Knowing that query interface provides different
search options like searching by keyword, industry domain, region, or time of
publishing, can help harvester to act more efficiently.
Indexing Policies In the case of having the search box in a website, it becomes
important to know about the indexed part of data. For example, with stop-words
indexed in a web site, sending a stop-word query is one of the most reliable op-
tions to make sure there is a response to your query. Also, if there is no limitation
on browsing through search results, sending only one stop-word could result in
a high percentage coverage of website. Knowing about the indexing policy re-
garding the stop-words could help in defining your query generation methods.
However, different defined sets of stop-words by different websites should be also
considered.
In addition to indexing policies regarding stop words, it is of a great help for
defining query generation mechanisms if harvesters know about which parts of
data represented to users are indexed. For example, having only titles indexed
will make great difference in defining next queries with having whole text of
detailed pages indexed. This is the case in generating queries based on most
frequent words in visited pages.
Search Queries and Algorithms In response to a query posed to a search engine,
websites do not necessarily follow the same principles. In some cases, stop-words
are removed from search queries, query phrases are treated in different ways
(considered as AND phrase or OR phrase), or number of returned results shown
to user is limited. There might be even differences on additional information
provided in reply to a query, such as statistics on search results and number of
found related answers. There are also websites which put a limitation on the
number of queries a client can send.
Website Navigation (what is returned for search queries) In most of the deep
websites, a query is sent, search results are displayed and by following each one
of those returned results, a detailed page is presented. However, there are cases
in which this is not the case. Having posed a query on the website, accessing the
detailed page is not so straightforward. In some websites, in return to a query,
a list of categories related to that query are displayed. Following each one of
those categories might end up in another subcategory. This makes it difficult
for harvester to realize which returned page is a category or actually a detailed
page.
Security, Privacy and Legal Policies As one of the most important issues
which should be considered in a harvesting process is to check for privacy issues.
Answering this question should be one of the first steps in harvesting process: is
it legal to access the data, store it and present it to users?. It is also important
to note that if login information (having user-name and password) is required
by website to access data. Considering website's terms of service to follow the
privacy policies is also important.
In some websites, the Robots Exclusion Protocol is applied. Through this
protocol, Web site owners give instructions about their site to web robots in
a file named Robots.txt. In case of existence of such a file and depending on
how strict it is asked to be followed, necessary concerns should be considered by
crawlers and scrapers. Not all the websites welcome bots (harvesters, or crawlers)
with open arms. Having recognized bots through traffic monitoring, bot identity
declaration, or real person declaration techniques like a CAPTCHA, websites can
use various measures to stop or slow them. Blocking an IP address, disabling
web service API, commercial anti-bot services, or using application firewalls are
some of these measures. It is also important to note other privacy policies of the
website like policy on disclosing aggregate information for analytical purposes
by owners of website.
3.3 Data and Content
Type of Residing Data in Data Sources The content of a deep website
could be categorized in two different groups [24]:
 structured data like data in almost all shopping websites (products as enti-
ties), movie sites, job listings, and etc, and
 unstructured data like articles and papers. As an example of this category,
Pub Med website [4] and Wikipedia [8] could be mentioned.
Each of these mentioned data types have different features which could be helpful
in harvesters performances. For example, in a website representing structured
data, using the features of a data item like company name could help in defining
next queries in crawling process resulting in a more efficient crawl. It is also of a
great importance for harvesters to know about different data file formats for pdf,
image, or video files. Different data formats need different handlers to download
them.
Data Presentation / Layout How data is represented in web pages affects
the harvesters relying on presentation-related features of data. Different data
types in a website could be presented in different ways. For example, a website
including data items of books, articles, shoes, and cloths could have similar or
different templates for each of these items.
Even data items of a same category could be presented in different ways based
on a set of different elements. For example, for data items from shoes category,
different presentation templates could be applied based on features of the shoes
like the shoes producing company. As another example, consider a game in a
games website, with one platform and one score for that platform. In this case,
the platform and score information is not presented as a table. If that game
has several platforms, it has scores for each of those platforms. In this case, it
is represented as a table. If these differences in presentation are not known to
harvester, it will use the same algorithm to extract all data. This might result
in extracting none or undesired information.
Structural variations on data presentation must be also tolerated by har-
vesters and treated accordingly. If the data is represented in a structured way
like lists or tables or it is represented in text or a combination of both, harvester
should treat them differently. At some point, it becomes also important to know
if a data item has fields represented as nested data on pages; for example, com-
ments or scores information which are usually a bigger item composed of a
number of data items. This might pose different requirements on extracting and
storage of information.
Data Type Formats Including ontologies and text-patterns in the process of
extracting data from detailed pages makes it important to investigate how they
can affect the harvesting process. Committing to one ontology and following same
patterns for same concepts like dd-mm-yyyy format for all dates mentioned on
the website could affect the configuration and design of the harvester. Also, for
example, if the mentioned address format on the website is the same for all
addresses mentioned in the pages of the website, it can have a great effect on
the harvester configuration.
Information of a Data Item is Scattered in Different Pages Usually,
the queries are sent to search engine, returned results are followed and data
about desired items is extracted. However, this is not always the case. In some
cases data of a interesting data item is scattered in website. In a more common
way, general data is presented in the page navigated through search results.
However, more detailed information is provided in some other links which is
accessible (only) through this detailed page (you need to go to the detailed page
and then browse through the tabs or links to access the information you want).
Finding these links and extracting information from them could be a challenge
for harvesters.
Providing Semantic Annotations (meta data) The pages may include
meta data or semantic markups and annotations. The annotations might be
embedded in the pages or organized into a semantic layer [7] stored and managed
separately from the web pages. Data schema and instructions from this layer can
be retrieved by harvesters before scraping the pages.
Website Content Language Dealing with the language of the targeted web-
site is one of the abilities that the harvesters should have. Some of the approaches
applied in harvesters are based on parsing the content of web pages like data
patterns. Having this in mind, it should be noted that dealing with Chinese lan-
guage needs different configurations than English or the Farsi languages. Having
different languages in the targeted websites will cause difficulties for these har-
vesters.
4 A General Purpose Harvester
As mentioned before, in the Introduction Section of this paper, designing a deep
web access approach is highly affected by business domains, their features, and
the harvesting goals. In this section, the effects of such issues on designing and
implementing a general-purpose harvester will be studied.
4.1 High level requirements
Different deep web access approaches have different goals. In general search
engines like Google, the goal of access approach is indexing more representative
content of a website (this approach is referred as Surfacing approach or crawl-
and-index technique [33]). In such search engines, having a more representative
content of the website is the goal rather than extracting the whole residing
content in deep websites. On the other hand, in domains like job vacancies, the
goal is extracting all the data residing in deep websites to be able to represent it
to users in different forms and enabling a wide range of different queries on them.
However, some other domains like travel agencies, try to provide the access to
different deep data sources through web portals. These sites are also knowns as
aggregators. They design a general form on top of a set of different forms and
use techniques like transforming and translating forms to provide users with one
access point to all data they are looking for. Each of these goals poses different
requirements on deep web access approach design. Despite these differences, they
will also have similarities in design and implementation of different parts of the
corresponding deep web access approach. In this paper, we focus on harvesting
all the data residing in a number of distributed target websites. To reach this
goal, we need a harvester which can obtain a subset of data from the Web. This
harvester should be :
 Automatic or run with least possible amount of configuration,
 Scalable; to be applicable to a large number of websites,
 Independent; independence of business domain, technology, and etc,
 Be efficient; with the least possible number of queries, harvests the most
possible amount of data,
 Be easy to use; configuration and run settings should be easy for users to
perform, and
 Resilient to changes both on website content and presentation.
With these features, a harvester should be able to go through all the following
steps:
1. Fill in forms efficiently and automatically [42]. It should be able to determine
which input fields in the form need to be filled. Detecting bindings and
correlations among the form inputs, and deciding on values of those input
fields to have a more efficient crawling process are also requirements of a
harvester.
2. Extract data/entities from the returned results pages [42]. The harvester
should be able to
(a) Walk through all the returned results pages, and
(b) Extract data from each page.
3. Store the extracted data [42]. It should
(a) Keep the structured format of data, and
(b) Combine pieces from multiple web pages to complete information on an
entity.
In [42], two more steps are also considered for a harvester; discovering deep web
sources of interest, and presenting extracted data to users and providing them
with posing query mechanisms.
For all these steps considered in a deep web access process, the harvester
should have an automatic error/change detection. This will help the harvester
to be capable of doing an uninterrupted harvest as it becomes capable of detect-
ing and resolving issues like IP based blocking, website failures, and etc. The
harvester should be capable of providing firm guaranties about the exhaustive
coverage of the harvested part of the Web. Size estimation of deep websites [28]
and also defining a stop condition for harvesting process could be helpful in
reaching this goal. In monitoring entities on web, it becomes highly important
if the harvester could be able to keep the data up-to-date. This needs harvester
to be capable of detecting new entities and deleted entities on the Web.
While fulfilling these mentioned high level requirements, the harvester should
be also capable of harvesting all different categories of websites mentioned in
Section 3. Therefore, in the following section, how to meet these requirements is
discussed.
4.2 Detailed Features of a General Harvester
For a harvester to become capable of harvesting all different categories of web-
sites mentioned in Section 3, it seems necessary that harvesters and crawlers
could provide a proper execution environment for rendering pages. In this ex-
ecution environment, not only the rendering environments for different scripts
embedded in web pages should be provided but also it should be assured that
all the information needed by those scripts from user-specific data to browser-
related specifications are provided.
Some of the issues mentioned in categorizing deep websites into Simple and
Complex ones could be resolved by simulating the execution environment. How-
ever, there are still some issues which might be faced during a harvesting task
which remain still unresolved. Issues like Pop-up menus, hidden anchors, user-
action-related or time-related changes in page content or presentation, session
management related issues, Applets, Flash codes, multi-frame pages, and com-
plex URL redirections.
1. Resolving embedded scripting languages in HTML pages
As mentioned in Section 3, some scripts, based on a user action, or change in
state, can redirect the page, change its content, or generate navigations like
pop-up menus dynamically. To resolve these issues, harvesters need to not
only provide execution environments for the scripts embedded in these pages,
they should also simulate a user experience on the site. All the different states
created by these client-side scripts should be detected. It can also represent
navigation sequence followed by system to reach document.
2. Resolve session management mechanisms
To resolve session management related issues, harvester needs to keep track
of transactions made between server and client. Having this history and
information on client resources could help harvesters to be able to do dis-
tributed crawling, and also access documents even with an expired session.
In [11], a new language is introduced to define sequences of events in a web
browser (events like login, find a form with name, and assign values and click
on buttons).
3. Complex URL redirections
As mentioned earlier in Section 3, it seems much easier for harvesters to deal
with redirections handled on server side unless it is a redirection loop which
does not load any page at the end or it is a redirect chain which might take
longer time to have the final page returned. Refresh meta tag in HTML,
JavaScript redirections, and Frame redirections are examples of performing
redirections by scripts in pages. It seems the best option to resolve this issue,
is to keep track of all the states that the page goes through. Waiting for all
the redirections to be performed could be also a solution. However, this might
ignore redirections performed in frames or the ones by fired by user-action
related events.
4. Applets or Flash code
If Flash or Applet is used for designing whole website, it seems so time-
consuming for harvesters to access its content. However, if these technolo-
gies are used as welcoming page, the links referred by these codes could be
followed.
5. Detecting the right frame which contains the page content in a multi-frame
page should be also resolved by harvesters. Keeping track of all the redi-
rections and changes related to them in the page, in addition to following
and simulating client-side scripts could be considered as solutions to this
problem.
6. Website policies
To be able to resolve the issues regarding different website policies in index-
ing, search, security and privacy areas, the harvester should be able to detect
the policies first. Detecting these policies will allow the harvester to choose a
proper approach to address that policy. A pre-defined set of solutions based
of different scenarios could be helpful.
Dealing with anti-bots policies should be also considered by harvesters.
For example, IP blocking, CAPTCHA, Robots.txt and other measurements
taken by website owners to block bots should be resolved or mitigated.
In addition to all these issues which need to be resolved, there are a number of
techniques which can help the harvester to improve its performance. Detecting
empty pages and resolving the deduplication of pages are two of those techniques.
It can be also helpful for harvesters to apply techniques like entity identification,
and entity deduplication. Detecting relations among entities could provide ad-
ditional information which can be helpful for storage and representation phases
of the harvesting process.
In next section, current attempts to provide such harvesters are represented.
5 Harvestability Factor Validation
As mentioned in the Introduction Section, the HF can be used for evaluation of
the extent to which a harvester can harvest and a website can be harvested. It
was also discussed that this factor can work as a framework. To validate these
claims, a collection of deep websites is studied considering the HF elements.
Through this study, it is shown how these websites are categorized by applying
the HF elements and how this can guide the design and implementation of a
harvester. Having studied the set of deep websites and prioritizing the features
of deep websites, the developed harvester by authors of this paper, as an example
effort for developing a general purpose deep web harvester, is applied on the test
set. By applying this harvester on this set of websites, it is shown that how these
features are effective on harvesting processes in practice.
5.1 Test Set
To create the test set for illustrating how deep websites can be categorized based
on HF and how this can be used in designing a general purpose harvester, a set
of deep websites from the list of top-100 job vacancy websites in Netherlands
Fig. 5.1. Architecture of the developed harvester
is created [6]. For each of these websites, all the elements of HF is studied. To
examine the harvester performance on each one of categories, the harvester is
applied on the websites.
5.2 Developed Harvester
The developed harvester is a HTML-based harvester which automates loading
of pages in a browser. These features help to resolve the challenges caused by
some of the websites' features mentioned in Section 3. For example, to enable
the harvester of implementing embedded scripts in HTML pages, the techniques
for automating browsers are applied. Also, for selecting the points of interests,
HTML-based techniques are considered. These features also help the harvester
to meet some of the general requirements mentioned in Subsection 4.1 like au-
tomation, scalability, independency, efficiency, and being easy to use. For effi-
ciency purposes, different query generation mechanism could be applied to have
the most amount of data harvested with the least possible number of posed
queries. The configuration is limited to entering the template, and XPaths for
points of interests. There is also no need to enter a data model for data storage.
Given these configurations for each website, high scalability level can be achieved.
Domain-independency is also highly achieved through using only HTML-based
techniques which also makes it language-independent.
The architecture of this harvester is shown in Figure 5.1. As shown in this
figure, the harvester is composed of two main modules; one for generating URLs
of data sources, and the other one for extracting, storing and representing ex-
tracted data. In this design, discovery of deep web sources and automatic form
submissions are skipped and considered known to the harvester.
5.3 Results
Studying this set of websites from the domain of job vacancies brings a number
of facts into light which will be explained in following. First, if we consider
this set of websites big enough to represent the domain of job vacancies, the
results can guide the design process by emphasizing on the elements of HF faced
more frequently among the websites of this domain. As it can be seen in Table
5.1, embedded scripts, detecting query interfaces, different data layouts, and
in-persistent data patterns need further attention during the harvester design
process.
Being based on browsers enables our harvester to overcome some of the chal-
lenges caused by embedded scripting languages in HTML pages. This is perfectly
valid when there is no change of content based on user interaction with the page.
However, having embedded scripts changing the content of the page based on
user interaction or change of browser or spent time makes it more difficult for the
harvester. Simulating user actions or changes in the page environment and com-
paring the generated result page with the previous version of the page should be
performed in order to being capable of completely harvesting the page presented
to users. This part is not included in our current version of harvester. However, it
is worth mentioning that this type of scripts was not faced in our test collection.
So, it was reasonable to postpone the implementation of this feature.
The second most common HF element in the test set is detecting query in-
terfaces. In all the cases, our harvester could detect the template and query the
search engines. The other common faced feature is having different data layouts.
This is resolved in our harvester by making it possible to define different page
templates for each website. However, this might pose a lot of time and effort dur-
ing configuration phase if there are a large number of page templates used for
showing data. In the HTML-based approaches, data can be extracted also based
on the content. Therefore, if the data patterns are consistent, a high quality
data extraction is still possible through the techniques applied by our harvester.
Among the websites in the test set, 15 percent of the websites have limitation
on browsing the number of viewed search results. To resolve this problem, differ-
ent query generation mechanisms are applied which allow efficient harvesting of
deep website. The harvester can also detect if stopwords are indexed or not and
send the next queries accordingly. These meet two other common HF elements
mentioned in Table 5.1.
Among the samples, it was observed that users are asked to enable the cook-
ies for the website. This technique is becoming more frequently used by web
developers. Therefore, harvesters should accordingly be able to recognize and
resolve it. To resolve other session management techniques, keeping the session
information and tracking the navigation path to the page are useful. In a not
straight-forward search navigation website, which results in more steps than go-
ing through search, browsing results page, and viewing the detailed page, the
developed harvester could work successfully. This was provided that there are
only two types of page templates; search results page, and detailed page tem-
plates. The harvester can distinguish only these two types.
As it can be seen in Table 5.1, for some of the HF elements, no websites
in the test set were found. This might be due to the specifications of the test
domain. For example, the application of techniques like Applet or Flash could
be seen more frequently in domains like Graphics or Music industries and not
so often in job vacancy domain. The same applies to requiring credentials to
view job vacancies which is unacceptable in business models of these companies.
It is also worth mentioning that defining some of these elements in HF for a
website is time-consuming and sometimes hard. Persistent coding practices is
one of those elements. It is time-consuming to study a website if it follows a
persistent coding paradigm unless you face an exception. As it is shown in Table
5.1, for most of the elements, the harvester can perform successfully. However,
to mediate the situations in which the harvester is not still able to resolve it
completely, applying an error-detection approach in extracting data of interest
by harvester and presenting it to user to reflect on that is a possible solution
that is followed by our harvester.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusion As discussed in Section 5, the elements of the introduced harvestabil-
ity factor can categorize deep websites based on their features which are impor-
tant in harvesting process. This enables the owners of deep websites and website
designers of evaluating where their products stand from harvesting point of view.
This helps them to decide about which measures to take in order to follow their
policies whether it is increasing access or limiting it.
For harvester designers, the harvestabiltiy factor acts not only as an evalua-
tion metric of how well the harvester can behave in practice dealing with different
websites, it also behaves as a framework for designing deep web harvesters. The
HF provides designer with a thorough list of requirements they should meet and
also helps to prioritize the features to be addressed and included in the har-
vester. Categorizing deep websites based on their harvestabiltiy factors makes it
feasible to understand the importance of different websites' features. This helps
to prioritize the features to be addressed and included in the harvester. The
HF can also be applied for comparison of different deep web harvesters if it can
be measured or also evaluating if a harvester can meet the needs for a general
purpose deep web harvester.
Future Work Although having all the important features affecting the harvesting
process is of a great value for designers, if the HF formulas can provide concrete
values, applying them for comparison of harvesters or measuring success of a
harvester could be more useful. Therefore, as one of the future work, our focus
is on assigning values to the mentioned variables in the HF formulas. As another
future work, we aim at using the HF in guiding us in developing a more general
deep web harvester. Using the studies performed in this paper and extending
them to a bigger test set will help us in deciding on the features our deep web
harvester should include and prioritizing their developments.
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Table 5.1. Test Set of Websites For HF Elements
Harvestability
Factor's Element
Percentage of Sample
Websites Having the
Element*
The Harvester
Performance
Embedded Script in
HTML 3.1
100 percent
Harvester was successful
in dealing with this
element for all the cases.
Applet / Flash 3.1 0 percent
This feature is not
included. In case of
facing this element,
harvester fails.
Data Layout (different
layouts) 3.3
26 percent
Harvester needs
pre-configuration for
different page templates.
Navigation (not
straight-forward) 3.2
2 percent
Successful (can
differentiate only BTW
search result pages and
detailed pages)
Muli-page data source 3.3 2 percent
Harvester needs
pre-configuration.
Search Policies (limited
search results) 3.2
14 percent
Using different query
generation mechanisms
resolves this situation
Indexing Policies (not
stopwords) 3.2
10 percent
Harvester detects if
stopwords are indexed or
not and sends next
queries accordingly
HTML Coding Practices
(not persistent) 3.1
0 percent (all sample
websites are persistent in
coding)
(Not faced but could
make problem as it is
HTML based harvester)
Security / Privacy / Legal Policies 3.2
0 percent (no websites
with username, pass, or
limitation for bots)
Not faced but using
browsers resolves bots
limitations
URL Redirection 3.1 14 percent
Harvester needs
pre-configuration to
resolve this.
Residing Data (text, no
structure) 3.3
10 percent
If structured or
semi-structured, if text,
needs analyzing tools
Session Management 3.1 2 percent
Successful in dealing with
cookies
Query Interface Type 3.2
100 percent (all have text
search or browsing
features)
Successful
Persistent Data Patterns
(not persistent) 3.3
24 percent
Successful if the data
layout is defined
Multi-frames 3.1
0 percent (no website
with framing issues)
(Not faced but could
make problem)
* This column helps in recognizing which elements play a more important role in
harvesting the targeted websites.
